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Title word cross-reference

2 [DQH+21, FLFZTS20, JP22]. 3 [BHB+21, MCC20]. 8 × 8 [JP22]. g [GSM22]. h [ZZLM22]. K
[FBL+21, LLM+20, AMM21a, Amm21b, CSS21, CTA20]. κ3 [WHC21]. G
[RBS21]. n [MZMM21]. n4 [PB20].

-connectivity [WHC21]. -core [CSS21]. -coverage [AMM21a, Amm21b].
-cubes [MZMM21]. -extra [GSM22]. -means [FBL+21, LLM+20].
-mismatch [CTA20]. -packing [FLFZTS20]. -restricted [ZZLM22].

/Special [Ano20w].

1 [IKK20]. 1-Full [Ano20w]. 100 [BRK+21]. 11 [QM21].


3 [QM21]. 3.0 [DM20].

5G [CN22, CL22b, Jar20, WHY+21]. 5G/beyond [CL22b].


B5G [CL22b], backward [WCT+22], balanced [GS20, SOL22], balancer [FPdLS+21], Balancing [KSB+20, AM22, BAC22, DED+20, MBM+20, PSBB21, TDCM21, VP20, ZZS+21b], band [SMMG20], barrier [CSS21, SAATK21], barrier-reinforcing [SAATK21], based [ABMPL22, AMP20, AMM21a, ACCN20, AKS+20, AKL22, ABB22, BW22, BDSQO22, BKL+20, BPT+22, CLT+20, CWHC22, CLZ+22, CN22, CGK20, CL22a, DFP20, DW+21, DWWX22, DGWD21, DSZ+21, DQZZ21, DKS21, EMSEMM20, FPdLS+21, FFS+22, GLC+22, GKB+20, GLF20, GVC+22, GPC23, GLY+21, HA21, HNK21, HFP+22, HLK+22, HFA20, HZY+21, HSX+21, JSJC22, JZS+20, KKB+21, KTM+21, KTMB22, LCZL21, LZGL22, LWHF22, LGGC22, LXW+22, LLL+23, LD21, Lyx+22a, LZS+20, LHL21, LZW22, LJI+22, LYZ+22b, MLT20, MRB20, NRdA+20, NGS21, NHR22, NRGL22, PJV+22, PD21, PAD22, PS22, PSU+21, PLBG21, PG20, QBS21, QDD+22, QMB21, RGB20, RWF+21, RKA20, Rub22, SHJ22, SKB21, SS21, SPBR20, SEM20, SKS21, SATJ+20, Stp20, TDL+22, TLD+23, TMM+22, TMY+22, VLMC+20, WMJ+20, WHY+21, WHY+21, XLCL20, XWCL22, XZI+22, XZY+23, XLL+21, XRBT21, XDM+22, YWF21, YS21], based [YLL21, YSMB21, YLZ+20, ZWS+20, ZYL+21, ZNZ+21, ZCY+21, ZZZ+20, ZLCL22, ZD22], batch [BG21, PYYO22, ZdCLT22], Batched [AR20], batches [ATD20], Bayesian [PS22, YHKR20], bee [GKB+20], Behavior [LHL21, AB22b, WYH+21], belief [NVE+21], benchmark [MKP22], benchmarks [GM21, MKP22], beneficial [VBB22], benefits [OS20], between [Mar20], beyond [CL22b], BFT [ZLD22], bi [CTGJ22, PB21], bi-directional [CTGJ22], biclustering [LFRBGV+21], bidirectional [YZC22], Big [MMM22, AKY20, DF21, GQW+21, JJ21, LZZ+22, LLW+20, LBHW20, LYY+22b, QDD+22, SAY20, SEM20, WWL+21, ZDZ+21], Bilateral [ZQL+21], binary [LFRBGV+21, YNI+22], bio [GMA+22], bio-inspired [GMA+22], biogeography [KK22], biogeography-based [KK22], bit [PD21, YNI+22], black [WCLD21], black-box [WCLD21], BLAS [IKK20], blind [KSV+20a], Block [SBB20, AA20, GS20], block-diagonal [AA20], Blockchain [ARL20, BPT+22, CLT+20, CGC21, HFP+22, HSX+21, KGTV20, NYS+20, Pbt20, RGB20, WLZ20, YLZ+20, CW20, CTGJ22, GLC+22, GLF20, GLY+21, HRC20, HLZ+20, JJJ21, KBS+21, KTM+21, KXH+22, LCZL21, LZL21, LTBY20, LZZ+20, LH21, MLTT20, MGE20, NVE+21, SMHK21, VD21, WHY+21, XZH+22, XLL+21, XBS+22, ZWS+20, ZNX+21, DM20], Blockchain-assisted [ARL20], Blockchain-based [BPT+22, CLT+20, HFP+22, HSX+21, RG20, YLZ+20, GLC+22, WHY+21, XZH+22, XLL+21], Blockchain-enabled [CGC21, KKT+22, MLTT20], blockchain-enhanced [HA+20], blocks [URS21], Board [Aon20a, Aon20b, Aon20c, Aon20d, Aon20e, Aon20f, Aon20g, Aon20h, Aon20i, Aon20j, Aon20k, Aon20l, Aon20m, Aon20n, Aon20o, Aon20p, Aon20q, Aon20r, Aon20s, Aon20t, Aon20u, Aon20v, Aon21a, Aon21b, Aon21c, Aon21d, Aon21e,


COMITMENT [AkBA+20]. commodity [BRK+21]. common [CTA20]. communicating [MLB21]. Communication [ODXX21, SH22, AKS+20, HZL+20, KMS22, PSU+21, TB22, VD21].

communications [CC21, GF20]. Compact [BT20]. Compare [KW20].

Compare-and-Swap [KW20]. Comparing [SMT22]. comparison [HDJ21].


Computer [BLD22]. computing [WCTW22].

Computing [AKBA+20, BDL22, DED+20, dARR21, Alm20, CTKD21, CFRGP22, CLMH22, DWWX22, DF21, DGMS20, DBAC+22, FLZ+20, FBL+21, GMS+21, HA21, HNN+20, HKTG20, HLU+21, HQL+22, Jar20, KD22, KPS+22, LRR+21, LSLZ20, LMG+21, LZD21, Li2b, LZGL22, LLX+23, LLYZ23, LYY+26, LWD+20, MSRB20, MB21, NrdA+20, PWL+22, PGB+22, QBS21, QMB21, RWF+21, SSG+20, SSG21, Sok21, SMT22, TZZ+20b, TDL+22, TDCM21, TMY+22, WMJ+20, WCT+22, XWL+20, XB20, XPW+22, XJR21, YQZ+20, YLL21, ZJW+21, ZLJC22, KK21].


connection [WDL22, ZWS+20]. connections [ZQL+21]. connectivity
GPC23, GSM22, LZWZ22, WHC21, ZXY21, ZXL22. conscious [PAD22].
Consensus [PB21, ACHP22, DGFR21, Pou20, XBX+22]. considerations
[BRK+21]. consistency [DMSB20, MCD+21]. consistent [SQA+20].
consolidation [AKL22, HLBZ22, KHO22, PC21]. consortium [LCZL21].
constant [SDL20]. constrained [CL22, HLL+21]. constraint [ZD22].
constraints
[ALP21, At20, GBC+22, Mal21, NMP20, TDCM21, WWH+21].
consumption [SB21, YZC22, ZLL22]. container [YL21]. contaminant
[SW22]. contention [SSD+20]. contexts [CC23]. continuous [NT20].
Continuum [RCVA22, YY22]. contract [YLL21]. control
[HZY+21, IWS22, KD21, MRC21, OK21, RGB20]. Controller
[EMSE22, MMESG+21]. convergence [FHN+22]. convex [TSTY22].
conveying [MD20]. convolution [BD20, SNT+20].
Convolutional [WDL20, GA21, KTM22, LXC+22, XL22]. Cooperative
[KJA+22, XTG21, ZS+21b]. Coordinate [TDL+22, FXY+20].
Coordinate-based [TDL+22]. Coordinated [NMP20, GKL].
copy [HCC+20, HL22]. Core [OZ22, BV21, CSS21, HMCG20, JB20, NMP20,
NRGL22, QBS21, SSB20, TLC20]. Core-aware [OZ22]. correctness
[AR21]. corruption [AA21]. Cost
[AAD+20, KY20, YPD+20, BMK+22, CKS22, DLL+21, FWZ+20,
HSHT22, HX+22, JHZ20, LJD+22, LW+20, TB22, WCR+20]. cost-aware
[BMK+22]. cost-driven [LJ+22]. Cost-effective
[AAD+20, HX+22, WCR+20]. cost-efficient [LW+20]. costs [NPAM20].
Coulomb [HMS20]. counters [FHN+22]. coupled [JZS+20]. Coupling
[ARL20]. courses [GMS+21, QBS21]. Cover [AN20]. coverage
[AMM21a, Amm21b]. CP [YDX+22]. CP-SGD [YDX+22]. CPU
[BMK+22, Gow21, HCC+20, SFT+21]. CPUs [LM+20, SFML21, TLC20].
cracking [AY20]. crash [DGFR21, SWF+22]. crash-prone [DGFR21].
criteria [BAC22]. critical [OZ22]. Cross [SMHK21, BW22, LWL+22].
cross-chain [LWL+22]. cross-data [BW22]. Cross-domain [SMHK21].
crossed [GSM22]. crowds [DT21]. crowdsensing [TNM+22, WYW+20].
crowdsensing-based [TNM+22]. crowdsourced [HHN+20].
crowdsourcing [MRC21]. CS [GMS+21]. CS-Materials [GMS+21].
CScript [DMSB20]. cubes
[GSM22, KBW20, MZMM21, PCC20, WHC21, ZXY21]. CUDA [Stp20].
Customer [CL22]. Customer-satisfaction-aware [CL22].
Cyber-physical [NVE+21]. cyclic [YN+22]. cyclic-min [YN+22].
data-oriented [DMM+21], data-parallel [GQW+21], database [BYW+22], datacenter [LLGC22], datacenters [AJH+20], dataset [VP20], datasets [LFRBGV+21], datatype [HCC+20], DBSCAN [WCTW22], DCA [PXY+20], DCTs [JP22], DDF [PLBG21], DDMTS [TDCM21], DDoS [DT21, HA21, KKT+22], deadline [CLMH22, HLL+21, WWH+21], deadline-constrained [CLMH22, HLL+21], deadlock [MMESG+21], deadlock-free [MMESG+21], December [Ano20-29, Ano21-34, Ano22-36], Decentralized [HDJ21, RGB20, SóOAOA20, GF20, GLF20, HNKo21, KD21, TSTY22], decision [CNFMA20, MLGC+21], decoder [LLC20], Decomposition [KBW20, AM22, CSS21, FSL+21, SAY20], Decoupling [MTR22], deduplication [SSG+20], Deep [CGDS20, DPSD21, YWF21, BDSQO22, JJJ21, LJH+22, MBS+20, MTR22, MRB20, NVE+21, ODXX21, SUD+22, XLC20, YZC22, YHKR20, DWWX22, Kur21], deep-learning [MTR22], Deep-RL [DWWX22], defined [AB22a, HA21, LCC20, YPD+20, AJH+20], DeJong [JH21], delay [HSHT22], delay-guaranteed [HSHT22], delayed [Mal21], delta [BW22], demand [CCSI21, GHD20, PPN+20, XRBT21, YSZL23], demands [KK21], democracy [Pou20], Dengue [SKS21], dependent [LYZ+22a], deployment [AAD+20, GVC+22], depth [MKP22], derived [HCC+20], descent [YDX+22], Design [BRK+21, IKK20, AR21, BG21, DMM+21, Kl22, MAR21, PAD22, YES22], Designing [HMC20], destination [XRBT21], detect [KKT+22], detecting [LCC20], Detection [XTGJ21, Alm20, DFP20, FFS+22, GKB+20, HLL+22, JJJ21, KGPT21, KTM+21, KKT+22, MGE20, RKAA20, WLZ20], detectors [GKP21], detour [MCC20], Developing [YSMB21], device [CN22], devices [AGC+21, HLZ22, PYYO22, PYX+22, SCZ+23, SUD+22, XZH+22, YPD+20], DHTs [HNKo21], diagnosability [LZWZ22], diagnosis [SUD+22], diagonal [AA20, GXYH21], diameter [CSS21], differomorphic [BHB+21], difference [Mar20], different [LXC+22], Differential [HR20, FGH+20, WMJ+20], digital [ACCN20], dimensional [Amm21b, VP20], DINsaaS [Kur21], directed [TZZ+20a, YSZL23], direction [ZWCL21, ZZ2+20], direction-based [ZZ2+20], directional [AMM21a, CTGJ22], directions [KGTK20], disaggregated [GPH+22], discovery [LCW+21, LD21, ZCD+21], discretization [FPdLS+21], Discriminating [DT21], disease [HFA20], disjoint [Lai21, LLW+20, MZMM21, WHC21], dispatch [XRBT21], dispersed [PK21b], Dispersion [KMS22], distance [GQX20], Distributed [CGDS20,
CSS21, CC23, FFGEL21, GHD20, KGPT21, Li22b, PWL+22, RCVA22, SZW+22, SEM20, VP20, WWL+21, YHKR20, YDX+22, AJH+20, BL23, CTRd21, CLZ20, CDA20, DF22, DMKFJ20, DMSB20, DBAC+22, FWZ+20, FLFZTS20, FPdLS+21, GHNS22, GMS+21, GQW+21, GKP21, JYH22, KSV20h, KTM+21, KKT+22, Kur21, MD20, MCD+21, MBN22, NPM20, ODXX21, PPN+20, PSU+21, PGB+22, RBS21, SHF22, SK21, SLFC22, TV22, VTT+22, WCTW22, XBX+22, ZZGC21, ZJW22, ZZ22, GDF+23.

**Distributed-memory** [SZW+22, MBN22, SHF22, WCTW22], distribution [SDLM20], distributions [XWL+20], divergence [LW20], diverse [MRP20], divisible [MDS20]. **Django** [ZQL+21]. **DLHub** [LCW+21].


duplicate-free [OS20]. duplication [TZZ+20a]. durable [MLB21]. **DVFS** [NMPS20]. **Dynamic** [ALS23, AM22, DG22, GSV21, PS22, TZZ+20b, CGK20, GPK21, JYH22, KYZ+20, LLM+20, LZGL22, LWDF+22, LLX+23, MPR+21, TDCM21, WYH+21, WXAL22, YY22, KK21].

dynamic-multithreading [WXAL22]. dynamics [BNOS21].

**Early** [BADP22, GMS+21, HFA20]. early-stage [HFA20]. **EASS** [KRK20]. **EasyPAP** [LNW21]. **Edge** [GDF+23, LLR+21, RCVA22, WMJ+20, XLL+20, CSS21, CJZ+22, CN22, DWWX22, GVC+22, GPC23, GQX20, HLK+22, HFA20, HZL+20, HZL22, HLX+22, Jar20, KPS+22, LSZL20, LCH+21, LZGL22, LLX+23, LLYZ23, LJH+22, LYZ+22b, MZMM21, MB21, PJV+22, PWL+22, SAOA20, SU+22, TDL+22, TYM+22, WCR+20, WCT+22, XPD+22, YSZL23, YY22, YLL21, YLZ+20, ZXY21, ZLLC22, ZZLM22, Alm20]. **Edge-based** [WMJ+20].

**Edge-Cloud** [XLL+20, LSZL20, LCH+21, WCT+22, YSZL23, YLZ+20].

**edge-connectivity** [XY21]. **Edge-of-Things** [Alm20]. **Edge-to-Cloud** [RCVA22]. **EdgeKV** [SOAOA20]. **Editorial** [CL22b, MS20, RSV21, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano20m, Ano20n, Ano20o, Ano20p, Ano20q, Ano20r, Ano20s, Ano20t, Ano20u, Ano20v, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano21p, Ano21q, Ano21r, Ano21s, Ano21t, Ano21u, Ano21v, Ano21w, Ano21x, Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano22m, Ano22n, Ano22o, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22r, Ano22s, Ano22t, Ano22u, Ano22v, Ano22w, Ano22x, Ano23a, Ano23b]. **effect** [JH21].

**Effective** [LSZL20, AAD+20, HLX+22, KYZ+20, TB22, WCR+20, XLCL20].
Efficiency [dRBB21, AR21, LLC20]. Efficient [AMP20, BDSQO22, BMK+22, BG21, CYWL21, DGMS20, GQW+21, JZWX20, KRK20, LFJ+20, LSC22, MLGC+21, RWF+21, SSG+20, SNT+20, URS21, YM21, ZT20, AB22a, DWWX22, DT21, DED+20, FLZ+20, GLY+21, HLB20, HZL+20, HMC20, IRA20, Jar20, KL22, KYZ+20, LMG+21, LWD+20, MRPH20, PAD22, PB20, RGESG+21, SMMG20, SNSK20, SKS21, SBSB20, TDL+22, WZO+21, XBX+22, YQZ+20, ZZ+21a, ZTKL+21, ZZZ+20]. eHealth [HSX+21]. Efficient [AMP20, BDSQO22, BMK+22, BG21, CYWL21, DGMS20, GQW+21, JZWX20, KRK20, LFJ+20, LSC22, MLGC+21, RWF+21, SSG+20, SNT+20, URS21, YM21, ZT20, AB22a, DWWX22, DT21, DED+20, FLZ+20, GLY+21, HLB20, HZL+20, HMC20, IRA20, Jar20, KL22, KYZ+20, LMG+21, LWD+20, MRPH20, PAD22, PB20, RGESG+21, SMMG20, SNSK20, SKS21, SBSB20, TDL+22, WZO+21, XBX+22, YQZ+20, ZZ+21a, ZTKL+21, ZZZ+20].
[GSM22, ZXY21]. extraction [XLCL20].

fabric [DWW+21, PAD22], fabrics [SMMG20], face [ZTKL+21], facility [PSU+21], factor [MBB22], failure [GKP21, HJZ20, ZDZ+21].

failure-aware [JHZ20], failures [DGFR21, GSV21, RMJM21], fair [GLC+22], FALCON [HCC+20], FALCON-X [HCC+20], farmland [LWHF22]. Fast [AA21, BHB+21, JSA21, PB21, WC22, CDA20, JP22, LSC22, MMA22, PF22, ZTKL+21]. Fat [RGE+21, WDL22], Fat-Tree [RGE+21, WDL22]. Fault [PG20, WFS+22, AM20, GQX20, GSV21, SNSK20, SU+22, TGFPR20].


Fine-grain [URM23], fine-grained [LCZL21, OK21, SBSB20, YQZ+20]. fingerprint [STG+20], Fire [VP22], firefly [DED+20, MBM+20], flame [SS21], flash [AMP20, DT21], flash-based [AMP20]. Flexible [DQH+21, ZCY+21], flooding [CJZ+22], Flow [MRB20, BRK+21, DQZZ21, FSL+21, HLL+22, PF22], flow-vector [HLL+22], flows [LCC20], fluid [FSL+21], FMapper [XDM+22], FMM [IOG20]. Fog [AKBA+20, MSR20, SSG21, AKS+20, DMKF20, HNN+20, HKTG20, Li22b, IWD+20, SKS21]. folded [GQX20, GSM22, Lai21]. folding [PB20]. footprint [XB20], forecasting [EBV22, YZC22], forensics [ACN20], forest [ZCY+21], Forseti [ALS23], forward [JPR20, WCT+22], FPC [PB21], FPC-BI [PB21], FPGA [MKP22, PD21, PAD22, STG+20, ZCY+21]. FPGAs [KTM22, MKP22, MLGC+21]. fractional [ALP21], framework [AJI+20, BKL+20, HFA20, HZY+21, LNW21, QMB21, XLCL20, XJR21, YZC22, YLZ+20]. frameworks [RWF+21]. free [AR20, AR21, HLZ22, MMES+21, MAR21, OS20], freedom [ACHP22], frequency [LKAB+22, MTR22, MLTT20], frequency-based [MLTT20], frequent [VP20]. freshmen [DGWD21], friendly [LSWY20]. Front [Ano20w], FRQ [RWF+21], FST [BGDT22], Full [Ano20x, Ano20w]. Fully [HNKÖ21, AKY20, VLCM+20], functional [ASHO20, PLBG21]. functions [Ati20, IKK20, SZW+22, ZR22], functions-as-a-service [ZR22]. fundamental [GSA21], funnel [NT20]. Future [GDF+23, MMM22, BKY21, KGTK20]. futuristic [HRC20]. fuzzy [KHO22].
game [DWWX22, DBAC+22, PJV+22, XWCJ22]. game-based [DWWX22].
garbage [CLZ+22]. gathering [LLW+20]. Gbps [BRK+21].
genetic [GQW+21]. genetic-based [AMM21a].
gossiping [PG20]. governor [GLC+22]. GPGPU [MTR22]. GPGPUs [AR20, EL20]. GPU [ACC+23, BNOS21, BMK+22, BG21, BHB+21, CMR20, FFGEL21, GXYH21, GM21, Gow21, HCC+20, JKM+22, IW20, LEFBGV+21, NRdA+20, SBL20, SSD+20, SFT+21, SNT+20, VP22, XJR21, YNI+22, ZKL21].
grain [URM23]. grained [LCZL21, OK21, SBSB20, YQZ+20]. Graph [HNK021, WLZ20, YM21, ZSZ+21a, JSA21, JSJC22, LTBY20, SKB21, XMJG22, YSIZ23, ZJW+21, ZKL21]. Graph-based [HNK021, JSJC22].
graph-tensor [ZKL21], Graph-Waving [YM21]. graphics [IKK20].
graphs [FLFZTS20, RS21, TZZ+20a, THPM22, WML+21]. Grid [ARI20, KRK20, Uli20, GS20, GLY+21, KSV+20a, Li22a, QMB21, TLD+23].
grids [JJJ21, KJA+22, Li22a, XTGJ21, XJR21]. group [GPK21, KSV+20a].
growth [CW20]. guaranteed [HSHT22]. guarantees [KYGG20].
GuardHealth [WLZ20]. Guest [CL22b]. Guide [CGDS20].

Hadoop [CWHC22, ZKL+21]. half [ATD20]. half-complex [ATD20].
handling [TGFPR20]. handover [LCZL21]. hardness [BL23]. hardware [ABMPL22, BRK+21, FHN+22, YES22].
hardware/software [YES22].
harvesting [LLW+20]. hash [AR21, Ati20, LSC22, MAR21, XDM+22].
interconnecting [AJH+20], interconnection [SMMG20], interference [PWL+22]. Interlaced [HNKO21]. Intermediate [LZL22], internally [WHC21]. Internet [GDF+23, CJZ+22, FTA+22, FFS+22, GLF20, JZWX20, MBM+20, RKAA20, XLL+21, XB+22, YS21]. Interval [RSGA20].


light-weight \cite{VTT+22}. Lightweight
\cite{MGE20, CW20, DWW+21, PYX+22, PSU+21, SKB21}. limits \cite{SAY20}
line \cite{JTV+22}. line-of-sight \cite{JTV+22}. linear
\cite{TV22, VLCM+20, XZY+23, ZAB20}. linkage \cite{NPAM20}. linked \cite{PMV20}
Linux \cite{SWF+22}. lists \cite{PMV20}. literature \cite{RCVA22}. live \cite{PPN+20}
Load \cite{KSB+20, MBM+20, AM22, BAC22, DED+20, FPdLS+21, PSBB21,
SOL22, TDCM21, VP20, ZZZ+21b}. load-balanced \cite{SOL22}. loads
\cite{MDS20}. Local \cite{LLX+23, FHHG+20, PPY+22, WWL+21}. locality
\cite{THPM+22}. localization \cite{KGPT21, LGM+21, SMM22}. location
\cite{LLR+21, NYZ+20}. lock \cite{AR21, ACHP22, MAR21}. lock-free
\cite{AR21, MAR21}. lock-freedom \cite{ACHP22}. logic \cite{PD21}. long
\cite{DLL+21, MD20}. long-term \cite{DLL+21}. LoRaWAN \cite{IWS22}. loss
\cite{AA21, SZW+22}. lossless \cite{DKS21}. low \cite{CKS22, CNFMA20, JHZ20,
XZH+22}. low-cost \cite{CKS22}. lower \cite{SHI22}. lower-bounds \cite{SHI22}

MaaS \cite{BPT+22}. Machine \cite{DEFQO21, FTA+22, ACC+23, BADP22,
GLL21, HFA20, HLB20, JH21, LCW+21, NGS21, SBBP20}. Machines
\cite{XLI+20, ALP21, CSS22}. MAD \cite{KGPT21}. MAD-C \cite{KGPT21}
magnetohydrodynamics \cite{ZT20}. make \cite{KW20}. making \cite{CNFMA20}
MalFCS \cite{XLC+20}. malicious \cite{HLL+22}. Malware
\cite{DFF20, WYH+21, XLC+20}. Management
\cite{AKB+20, KUR21, CGK+20, CL22b, GF20, GQW+21, HFP+22,
HZY+21, JZS+20, KBS+21, KGTK20, LSZ+20, LLF+20, LHL21, NMPS20,
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